
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of solution advisor. If you are looking for an exciting place to work,
please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for solution advisor

Works on complex problems requiring an evaluation of intangible variables
The Senior Business Solution Architect role is a highly specialized role that
supports the delivery of the most technically challenging projects our
organization is asked to work on
Ensure customer success, satisfaction, and referenceability for S/4HANA for
Retail customers
Plan and personalize the customer journey while maintaining global scalability
and consistency
Provide training to internal and external customers of Que$tor through
Private Training courses at customer sites and Public Training courses in
various locations in the region
Providing expert advice on pre-sales and post sales process to Latin America
Sales Teams
Provide technical product demonstration and Public presentation focus in
Cost Estimation (CAPEX, OPEX and decommission) and Economic Evaluation
(NPV, IRR and breakeven) of upstream assets
Provide Mentoring on Que$tor and Cost Estimation solutions workflows and
best practices at customer sites throughout LatAm
Assist in the creation of customized Training Courses and materials to meet
customer requirements
Collect client and market feedback and forward it to the product team

Qualifications for solution advisor
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Knowledge or FISCAM audits or experience with remediation of deficiencies
identified in FISMA and/or FISCAM audits
Good knowledge of operating systems, servers, hardware environment,
software licensing, , Knowledge around Software asset management and
Software licensing for vendors IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, preferred
B.Com/BCA/B.E
Serve as a team member for financial instrument valuation engagements
Network Infrastructure security, firewall and router configuration, switches,
secure network architecture, VPNs, PKI, PMI
Partner with Senior Management to develop and successfully implement Go-
To-Market Strategies derived from the respective solutions/ LoB portfolio
planning processes


